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1 Introduction

The catch-phrase, “global land grab”, refers to the rush for commercial land in Africa and elsewhere by private and sovereign investors for the production and export of food crops as well as bio-fuels, in which the land deals involved stand to benefit the investors at the expense of host countries and their populations. The phenomenon has attracted international activist organizations and the world media since much of the land transferred is in poor and food insecure countries that have long been dependent on Western financed food aid and other support programs. Global land grabbing has spread quite rapidly following the international food crisis of the second half of the 2000s which was accompanied by exceptionally high commodity prices and severe supply shortages in the world market. The crisis aggravated sharply vulnerabilities in many poor countries, but also raised the specter of food insecurity among those which hitherto had relied on and felt secure with the global food market. It thus placed the quest for national food security as an important policy agenda not only in poor countries but also in those which were capital-rich but had limited agricultural endowments. According to international media reports, many market analysts are of the opinion that volatility in the world food trade will continue to drive up commodity prices and to cause periodic global shortages for many years to come. There is thus a strong food security element in the on-going global land grab phenomenon. At the same time, the rush for land in Africa by investors from the Gulf countries, India, China and South Korea, has also been driven by the assumption that land is abundant in the continent, land rents and labor costs are low, and there are few regulatory roadblocks restricting production and export. As of the end of 2009, more than a dozen countries in Africa, including Ethiopia, had given out millions of hectares of farm land to investors in the belief that large-scale investments will provide opportunities for rapid agrarian development and serve as an important instrument for tackling persistent rural poverty (see Cotula et al 2009, IFPRI 2009, World Bank 2010).

Since the end of the 1990s, the Ethiopian government has given out huge tracts of land to domestic and foreign investors on terms that are highly favorable to both but particularly so to the latter, and under circumstances that its critics believe do not inspire confidence in the transfer process nor in the benefits said to accrue to the populations concerned. Critical reports on the “bonanza” reaped by foreign capital have appeared in the world media and the websites of international activist organizations, and while some of these are based on questionable evidence, the global attention they have drawn may well be deserved given the image of the country as a land of poverty and hunger.

Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries in the world, and since the decades of the 1960s has suffered severe food shortages and famines on numerous occasions. As recently as 2002/03, there was widespread starvation in many parts of the country affecting more than 13 million rural people, and it required large inflows of international food aid to avert a tragedy on the scale of the famine of 1985/86 when hundreds of thousands of peasants and pastoralists perished in the worst tragedy in the country’s history. Malnutrition is endemic in the countryside as well as in the urban areas, and diseases associated with poor nutrition and scarcity of clean water are
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1 Acronyms are given in the Annex 2 at the end of the paper.
2 See References at end for list of some international media coverage; activist websites include www.grain.org; www.oaklandinstitute.org; www.foeurope.org
common. In 2009, over 22 percent of the rural population was dependent on a combination of emergency food aid and safety net programs financed by Western donor countries and international agencies. While the number of people seeking emergency food assistance has decreased since then, nearly eight million rural people continue to be supported by safety net programs. On the other hand, there has been a fairly high rate of economic growth in the last ten years and improvements in health services have been registered, nevertheless this has not made a significant impact on rural poverty nor has it helped to ensure food security to a great number of farming households in any significant manner.

2 The Approach of this Study

The debate on the global land rush has been dominated by those who have focused on what they believe to be the exploitive nature of land investments and the loss of essential resources by rural populations, especially in Africa where such investments are taking place on a large scale and where most governments here are actively encouraging it. This is the approach taken by international activist organizations which have argued that the acquisition of land by foreign entities in poor and vulnerable countries poses a threat to their economies and livelihoods and endangers their chances of achieving food security and improved nutrition. The more polemical version of this line of argument speaks of a new form of agricultural neo-colonialism, and accuses the international financial institutions of promoting aggressive land grabs in poor countries through support to investors and host governments. A second approach, favored by liberal and pragmatic opinion, sees immense dangers in the global rush for land but recognizes that there are considerable opportunities that could benefit host governments and their populations. The optimists here believe that given responsible decision-making and equally responsible investment, the costs and damages assumed to be inherent in land grabbing could be minimized, leading to a situation where both host countries and investors could benefit in equal measure. Proponents focus on the need for better land administration, improved quality and transparency of land transactions and greater institutional capacity of host countries for sound contracts, oversight and follow-up. Emphasis is placed on the importance of establishing sound guidelines and standards for land allocations and land use, and an effective code of conduct to govern relations between investors on the one hand, and communities and host governments on the other. This is basically the standpoint of international agencies such as FAO and the World Bank and also of works produced under the aegis of such international research bodies as IFPRI, IIED and others.

A third line of argument looks at the structural changes that large-scale land transfers will bring about in host countries, especially in the agricultural sector and the direction these changes will take in terms of class divisions and social polarization. Borras and Franco (2010) are critical of the liberal approach and contend that the debate should examine what they call the political dynamics of land property relations and changes in these relations, and give particular attention
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3 Regular updates of the country’s food security situation is available on OCHA’s website: [http://ochaonline.un.org/Ethiopia](http://ochaonline.un.org/Ethiopia). See also Dessalegn 2010a.

4 See article by the Oakland Institute and GRAIN: [www.oaklandinstitute.org](http://www.oaklandinstitute.org), [www.grain.org](http://www.grain.org) Short pieces on agricultural neo-colonialism have appeared on GRAIN web pages. A recent international conference on land grabbing held in the Netherlands was titled “Africa for Sale”.

5 FAO 2010; World Bank 2009, 2010; IFPRI 2009; Cortula et al (IIED) 2009; see also Schoneveld et al 2010
to class analysis. The impact of the global land grab, they argue, is to bring about changes in land property relations favoring the (re)concentration of wealth and power in the hands of the dominant classes, especially landed groups, capitalists, corporate entities, state bureaucrats and village chiefs. Such changes are happening and have given rise to the dispossession and displacement of smallholders, indigenous peoples and the poor in general. Building on this line of thought, Ruth Hall (2010) shows that the common trend of the changes in question is towards what she calls the “South Africanisation” of agrarian structures, meaning structures dominated by settler-type large estates existing side by side with a host of impoverished small farms struggling to survive in the shadow of these estates.

My purpose in this paper is not to present a critique of the general literature nor point out what I consider to be deficiencies in some of the studies noted above, though I should point out in passing that I share some of the criticism of the liberal (and “code of conduct”) approach presented in Borras and Franco. My aim here is to draw attention to what I believe to be a gap in the debate, which is that sufficient attention has not been given to the issue of land rights of communities and the state-power dynamics that are intertwined with such rights in host countries. In some cases, the urge for greater state power centralization appears to have been the driving force for the commercialization of land and the open door policy African governments have extended to investment capital, both domestic and foreign. From this perspective the global land grab will have had the effect of enhancing the dominance of the state at the expense of citizens and grassroots communities. Stated briefly, the point is this: at bottom what is at stake is the land and the resources on it, and what is being grabbed or transferred are rights belonging to individuals and communities despite the claims of governments that the lands in question are “unused” public lands and do not belong to anyone.

Attempts at examining large-scale land transfers and their economic, social and environmental impact in Ethiopia have been quite limited, though this will soon change as interest on the subject among social scientists, the media, independent organizations and the public is now growing. In the last three to four years environmental activist groups here have prepared for public discussion a number of critical reports on the heightened interest expressed by foreign investors on growing biofuel crops and the lands that have been offered to them for this purpose. These reports have focused primarily on biofuel production and its environmental consequences but have largely ignored the equally large land transfers for the production of food and agro-industry crops, ranching and meat processing, on the one hand, and on the other, the impact both measures have had on land rights, food security and access to resources.

The commercialization of land and the shift to large scale agriculture is being presented by the Ethiopia government and international bodies such as the World Bank as an essential measure for agricultural modernization and the improvement of productive efficiency which is said to lead to increased food production and economic growth (MOARD 2008,2010; World Bank 2010). The World Bank argues that increased demand for food products in the developing world will be driven by population growth, expanding urbanization, and rising incomes and this will
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7 The focus of this study is on large-scale land investments, small-scale land deals do not concern us here.
have to be met by bringing more land into cultivation and by improving productivity. The Bank expects Africa to benefit immensely because potential farmland is most plentiful here and at the same time productivity on land currently under cultivation is very low compared to what could be achieved. The Ethiopian government, as we shall later in this paper, also believes that the country has plenty of “unused” land which can be operated efficiently by large-scale investors without posing a threat to the livelihood of small holders. Moreover, an additional rational that is driving its open-door policy is the need to boost export crops and earn increased foreign currency. We shall see in the course of this discussion that the “land is plentiful” argument is, in large measure, untenable and that severe contradictions have arisen in the actual process of land transfers. The reality on the ground is that the rights of small holders, who have been utilizing the lands in question for many generations, are being compromised and in some cases sacrificed for what public officials regard as the greater national good.

Putting the rights of land holders – and in this country these are almost all small and impoverished farmers and herders- at the center of the discussion enables us to bring in the state and the question of governance since embedded in the concept of land rights are relations of power between the state on the one hand and individuals and communities on the other. The land transfers that have taken place on an unprecedented scale in the last ten to twelve years has brought to the surface several issues of public concern. First, it is the first time in this country that so much land - perhaps as much as a million hectares at present and expected to increase substantially in the coming years- has been put in the hands of foreign investors. Total transfers from the late 1990s to the end of 2008 to both domestic and foreign capital reaches almost 3.5 million hectares according to the database compiled by MOARD (2009a). The significance of this is that the state is now redefining the agrarian structure of the country as well as the future course of agricultural production in a manner that will increasingly marginalize the rural population. Secondly, since, by law, the state has juridical ownership of the land and in contrast peasant farmers and pastoralists have the right of use only, it is the state which in effect has been responsible for land grabbing: it has used its statutory right of ownership to alienate land from those who have customary rights and rights of longstanding usage, and transferring it, without consultation or consent, to investors from outside the communities concerned as well as from outside the country itself. The commercialization of land has served as a political advantage to the state since it enhances its power vis-à-vis rural communities, and leads to the greater concentration of authority in the hands of public agents and local administrators. The presence of large farm operations with their modern technologies in rural communities will be a constant reminder of the danger hanging over small farmers and pastoralists and their way of life.

This study is based on a wide variety of source material, the most important of which include findings from field work in several communities affected by investor projects in Gambella and Oromia Regions, interviews with public officials at federal, Regional and woreda levels, interviews with smallholders and others in the communities concerned, and documents and data from federal and Regional public agencies. I have also made use of secondary sources, both published and unpublished, material from web sources, and articles from both the international and local media. More details about the methodology, sources and some of the difficulties we faced in gathering information are given in Annex 2 at the end of the paper.
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8 A brief note on the country’s administration system is given in Annex 2


3 Land and Governance

Let us begin with a brief review of the land system in the country and some of the main legal instruments which have shaped it.9 The federal and Regional constitutions as well as land laws issued so far declare that all land in the country –urban and rural- is state property and private ownership is not allowed. Land users (cultivators and pastoralists) have only use rights over the land in their care which they cannot sell, mortgage or exchange in any way. The power to administer land, which includes land allocation, disposal, use, registration and adjudication, has been given by law to the Regional authorities but such administration must be consistent with the federal constitution issued in 1995 and federal land laws, the most recent of which were issued in 2005. The use right of land holders is dependent on residence in a kebelle (locality or sub-district), personal engagement in agricultural, “proper” management of the land, and other restrictive conditions which we need not discuss here. Holders who are found to have violated any of these conditions are subject to penalties including the loss of their right to the land. Holders may also lose the land if they are absent from their farms and the land is left idle for three or more consecutive years. The government has the right to remove holders from the land if it decides that the land is needed for “public purposes” or if it considers that the land will be more valuable if utilized by investors, cooperative societies and other public or private entities. The government will pay compensation in the event of land expropriation but many holders whose land has been alienated have often complained that the compensation paid has been unfair and inadequate.

The government has implemented a program of land certification and registration in the last ten years, and while the program has been welcomed by many land holders, it has not prevented public authorities from expropriating land and natural resources. In this same period a considerable number of peasants have been expropriated and their land leased out to private investors, especially from the early 2000s when land for the floriculture business which was booming at the time was in high demand. In brief, what we have is a land system in which holders have only limited rights that are conditional and subject to abrogation at any time, and in which they do not enjoy robust security of tenure. In the past as well as today, land rights have always defined relations of power between the state on the one hand, and small holders and their communities on the other, though the specific circumstances of and justifications for these relations have been different under different political contexts.

For purposes of this discussion it may be pertinent to distinguish between what I wish to call “sovereign” land rights (or “land sovereignty”) and “dependent” or conditional land rights (or “land dependency”). Land sovereignty is grounded in secure rights of holders that enable them effective control and use of the land as well as the natural resources in their community; such resources are essential for the livelihood of individuals and households. We cannot separate individual holders from their communities, and similarly the farmland each person holds is insufficient without the common resources that by custom and long usage belong to the community. Such resources include pasture and grassland, woodland or forest land, water sources, sources of useful plants, transit corridors and pathways. Government land cover inventory, which is often based on satellite imagery, puts the extent of the “cultivated area” of the country (meaning land under cultivation by peasants, agro-pastoralists and others) as being

9 I have discussed the land system and the relevant legislations at length in Dessalegn 2009
less than 20 percent of the total land area, and it is argued on this basis that there is plenty of unused land to be handed out to investors. However, this is misleading because the term “cultivated area” is a narrow designation and does not include land from which peasants and agro-pastoralists access resources vital for their livelihood (see WBISPP 2004). Land sovereignty empowers holders and their communities, allowing them to be active agents in all matters affecting their lives. In contrast, land dependency creates insecurity, “dis-empowers” individuals and communities, and enhances the hegemonic authority of the state. Here the state assumes the role of sole active agent, and individuals and communities become passive recipients of decisions from above because of the underlying insecurity over their property and the fear of losing it at any time. This is what “state” ownership of land has done in this country: as will be shown later in this paper, government authorities can give away land to investors and others without consulting land holders or their communities, and irrespective of the damage this may have on peasants’ livelihoods and the natural environment.

The dominant power of the state has also been justified as necessary under the current state ideology on grounds of its development mission. The rationale for declaring the state the legitimate and sole actor in society was clearly spelt out in a document issued for leaders and cadres of the ruling Party in 2007. The document draws a distinction between what it calls “developmental” actors and rent-seeking or “rentier” ones. The latter are guided by selfish motives, and seek personal gains in the form of wealth, property and status, while the former are dedicated to the development of the country and the progress of the people. In Ethiopia today, it is argued, all civil society organizations, opposition political parties, individuals and groups in private enterprise, and other groups are described as rent-seeking entities, while in contrast EPRDF, the ruling Party, is claimed to be the only one which has developmental credentials. Hence only the EPRDF has the ideological and moral legitimacy to hold power and only it is justified in serving as the sole active force in the country. Moreover, economic development, which, it is argued, is best achieved under the guiding hands of the state, is another instrument used for legitimation of hegemonic power. Such state-led, or what I call “managed” development is invariably non-participatory since in the nature of things almost all important (and some not-so-important) policy decisions and program choices are made by central authorities which often are not accountable to anyone. This centralization has been made all the more powerful over the years because the country’s Parliament continues to be a rubber-stamp institution, the dominant source of public information is the government-controlled media (the independent press has been stifled) and civil society institutions have lost what little voice they had.

The strategy of “managed” agricultural development and the subsequent turn towards large-scale production has thrown up a host of contradictions impacting on land allocation, administration, contract management and oversight. We shall discuss some of the important ones in the pages that follow but for now it may be useful to cite a few examples. The most obvious is the institutional instability that has become a regular part of the public sector. Since new initiatives are often decided upon by a small group at the top, there are frequently hasty changes to rules and regulations, established procedures of policy implementation are bypassed, stakeholder agencies are not consulted, and agencies least able to perform the tasks involved are given the most far-reaching responsibilities. As the mistakes and damages inevitable in such a process begin to pile up there are hasty attempts at crisis management and damage limitation.

10 For an extended discussion of the arguments see Dessalegn 2010b.
The concept of “land governance” seems to me to be very narrow and inadequate in the context of this country. I understand the concept to mean decisions, practices and institutions having to do with land administration in force at a given time. This does not adequately explain the dramatic speed with which domestic and foreign investors were able to acquire, with strong government support, such large tracts of land in this country, with little or no binding obligations and hardly any benefits to the communities concerned. It is therefore important to take a broader conception of the term “governance” to include the nature of the state and how the land system that has been shaped by its own legislative instruments defines the relations between it and the rural population.

4 Large-Scale Land Deals

4.1 Open Door Policy

For nearly a decade from the mid-1990s, when the broad framework of the government’s development strategy was formulated, agriculture, in particular smallholder cultivation and crop production, was given a commanding role and expected to serve as the engine of growth for the national economy as a whole. The strategy was not only rural-centered but stood on the shoulders of peasant farmers who were expected to provide not only the stimulus for development but also the surplus for food self-sufficiency. To this end, increased support were provided to smallholders both through domestic resources as well as through donor assistance, in the form of new technology packages, improved farming and resource management practices, credit services, and a variety of human capacity development programs. Government policy was decidedly biased in favor of smallholders and the land system put in place was considered to be peasant friendly. This strategic focus began to shift slowly and subtly from the early years of the 2000s. The first indication of this impending shift maybe found in a document published in 2001 by the government setting out its rural development policy and strategies. While emphasis was still placed on the critical role of small farmers, the document establishes an important role for large-scale agricultural enterprises and foreign investors. The document speaks of an inevitable “role change” from peasant cultivation to capitalist farming, from small entrepreneur to large foreign investor.

Private investors are already making a significant contribution to agricultural development. .. Experiences of developed economies clearly show that as an economy grows there is a tendency for some small farmers to quit the sector and seek employment in other sectors, and there are others who accumulate enough capital to go big in the sector. This implies that there is a direct correlation between agricultural growth and the role of private investment in the sector. This in turn means that assuming the objective of accelerated agricultural development is achieved, it is likely that there will be a role change. The key actor in the sector's development will be relatively large-scale private investors and not the semi subsistence small farmers.

There are two investment areas that seem to be particularly suited for foreign investment in the agricultural sector. The first is to develop here-to-for unutilized vast land with high irrigation possibility. … The second investment opportunity is to produce high-value agricultural products (e.g. flowers, vegetables) where the scale of operation could be small or medium … … The country's demand for participation in both areas is

\[\text{For an extended discussion of government agricultural policy in this period see the essays in Taye (ed) 2008.}\]
immense, and assurances are given that government institutions at all levels will do their level best to facilitate and assist foreign investors.

While … underlying the importance of encouraging domestic private investment through well-conceived incentives, the focus of attention should be on attracting foreign investors. Historically, efforts made to attract foreign investment are almost exclusively directed towards non-agricultural sectors. This needs to change if Ethiopia is to achieve its agricultural objectives.\footnote{MOFED 2003. The document appeared in Amharic in 2001, and was translated into English in 2003.}

Other public documents also allude to the emerging “role change” in a variety of ways. The government’s last poverty reduction document, PASDEP, the drafting of which began in 2004, states that one of the eight pillars of the government’s development strategy is what it calls “a massive push” for accelerated growth, which is grounded on two policy thrusts, namely, the commercialization of agriculture and acceleration of private sector development (MOFED 2006). But the most significant initiative that was to serve as the basis for attracting foreign investment and encouraging large-scale agriculture were the legislative instruments put in place in 2002 and 2003, of which the investment proclamations and the regulations governing incentives provided to foreign and domestic investors are particularly noteworthy.

The investment legislation is very generous to foreign investors. The capital requirements of foreign businesses wishing to invest in the country ranges from zero (for those which export 75 percent or more of their output), to 25,000 USD (if they are in joint venture with domestic investors) to 100,000 USD. Foreign investors have the right to fully repatriate, in convertible currency, profits and dividends, principal and interest payments on external loans, proceeds from technology transfers, and from asset sales in the event of liquidation of the investment, and proceeds from the transfer of shares or ownership to a domestic investor. Expatriates employed in an enterprise may remit in foreign currency salaries and other payments accruing from their employment. Investors, foreign or domestic, are guaranteed against expropriation or nationalization except as required by the public interest. In the event this happens full compensation is payable at the prevailing market value. Foreign investors may repatriate compensation paid in foreign currency (FDRE 2002a, 2003a).

Subsequent regulations issued by the Council of Ministers (FDRE 2003b, 2008b) provide attractive financial incentives. Any investment project, foreign or domestic, engaged in agriculture and other sectors which exports more than 50 percent of its output is eligible for income tax exemption for five years or more, while those which export less than this are entitled to only two years’ exemption. Finally, all investors are allowed to import, free of custom duty, all capital goods, construction materials and spare parts for the establishment or upgrading of their enterprise. In brief (and this is an important point for our discussion) strong encouragement is given to investors that export their products: investment projects planning to export more of their products are given greater benefits than those which do not. The shift towards large-scale agriculture is thus driven by the priority for exports and foreign earnings and ignores the need for domestic food security.

From 2007 onwards the federal and Regional governments were actively promoting investment in large farm enterprises and seeking foreign investors. For this purpose a number of promotional documents were prepared, some of which were posted on the website of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development (MOARD). Both Regional agencies and MOARD were keen to inform prospective investors that the country possessed plentiful land and water resources and that land transfers to investors would be made under favorable conditions. The resources in question, which are said to be suitable for a wide variety of crops, are claimed to be unused by peasants, herders or others and their utilization by investors would not pose any threat to the livelihood of the populations concerned. MOARD has issued several conflicting figures on how much land is available for investment. In a document posted on its website in 2008, it points out that the country’s total land area measures 111.5 million hectares of which more than 74 m is said to be “suitable for annual and perennial crop production”. Only 18 m hectares, the document notes, is currently under cultivation, hence, it is suggested, some 54 m is available for investment projects. The documents points out that there is a “strong commitment from the government to make these fertile lands” available to investors who have the “capital and technology” to utilize them. However, the same document provides a considerably reduced estimate in later pages: the land said to be available in each of the Regions is estimated to be about 10 million hectares -still enormous by any standards (MOARD 2008)\textsuperscript{13}. On the other hand, senior officials of MOARD have given much reduced figures in press interviews and public statements in 2009 and 2010; they have reduced the estimate to between 3 to 3.5 million hectares. In an interview I had with an expert at MOARD in the second half of 2010, the figure given to me was 5 million hectares.

On the other hand, the Ministry of Mines and Energy’s (MME) bio-fuel strategy document argues that the country possesses 24 million hectares of unutilized land suitable for growing bio-ethanol and bio-diesel crops, and leasing out these lands will not interfere with the production of food crops and not jeopardize the country’s plans for food security. The document notes that the government is determined to promote energy security by increasing the utilization of bio-fuels from local sources and reducing its dependence on imported fossil fuels. Bio-energy production will be undertaken by foreign and local investors with the government providing the land, financial incentives and other support (MME 2007). Overall, the wide discrepancies in the figures given indicate that in many cases the authorities have not carried out an accurate and credible land suitability assessment, and that there is a good measure of guess work and arbitrariness in land estimations.

In 2008, the government decided to designate a lead agency for large-scale land deals with foreign and local investors, and the federal MOARD was chosen for this purpose. Its responsibility included preparing information and other technical inputs to attract investors, signing contracts with and transferring lands to those eligible, and undertaking follow-up and oversight. MOARD was to receive and administer all consolidated investment lands measuring 5000 hectares or more from the Regions. These lands were to be put into what was called a federal land bank to be accessed by investors through MOARD\textsuperscript{14}. While all aspects of the land deals were to be concluded by and through MOARD, the income from the transactions, namely land rent, income tax, and other payments were to be utilized for the benefit of the Regions concerned. This change of procedure and division of responsibility was formally endorsed by a directive issued by the Council of Ministers in early 2010 (FDRE 2010). The Regions will continue to allocate land to investors as they had done prior to this decision but the lands in question will be ones measuring less than 5000 hectares and not part of the land they had

\textsuperscript{13} This and other documents, available in www.moard.gov.et in 2009 and mid-2010, have since been removed.

\textsuperscript{14} Within MOARD, the unit responsible is the Agricultural Investment Support Directorate
submitted to the federal land bank. Some Regions were said to possess enormous land potential, and the transfer of some of it to the federal land bank was not seen as depriving them of the power of making land deals with investors. Thus BeniShangul Region is estimated to have as much as 1.4 million hectares potentially available for investors, Gambella 1.2 million, and SNNP 500,000; in an earlier estimation, land available in Oromia was said to measure about 1.7 million (MOARD 2008; 2009c)

The earlier procedure for finalizing land deals was the responsibility of the Regional Investment Commissions, after the environmental soundness of the investment projects was approved by the the Regional counterpart of the federal EPA. EPA was given, by law, the authority to review environmental impact assessment reports, which, as a rule, were prepared by the projects themselves, and give its decisions on the application for investment (FDRE 2002b,c). The law on the matter was clear: no project was to be undertaken without approval given by EPA, and EPA or its subunits in the Regions were mandated to undertake follow-up and supervision to ensure that projects undertook their contractual obligations with regard to environmental considerations. This responsibility of EPA was transferred to MOARD in 2009 by means of an exchange of letters and a memorandum of understanding between the two agencies, even though MOARD did not have the technical and institutional capacity to carry out the duties involved.

Since 2009, a number of Regions have “voluntarily” transferred land to the federal land bank as shown in the Table below. There is anecdotal evidence (which we were unable to confirm) that some Regions were reluctant to transfer land, and that they may have done so under pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Land in Hectares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amhara</td>
<td>420,000 (not yet confirmed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afar</td>
<td>409,678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeniShangul</td>
<td>691,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambella</td>
<td>829,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oromia</td>
<td>1,057,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNNP</td>
<td>180,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,589,678</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: MOARD 2009c, 2010a; interviews with Oromia land and environment bureau*

The new five-year Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP), which is to run from 2011 to 2015, and which was launched in the last quarter of 2010, envisages agriculture to grow at the rate of 14.9 % annually, and expects to double farm output by the year 2015. The Plan predicts that the country will meet all the MDG targets in 2015, and by 2028 Ethiopia will become what it calls a “middle income” country. One of the strategies for rapid agricultural growth is to be private investment in large scale farms for which the government will provide support and encouragement. The land expected to be transferred to large-scale investors in the Plan period (not including land already allotted) is expected to increase from 0.5 million hectares in 2011, to 2.8 million in 2013 and 3.3 million in 2015 (see MOFED 2010 a,c).
4.2 Land to Investors

The allocation of farm land to investors in various parts of the country has been going on since the second half of the 1990s, but in the period up to the end of 2002, those requesting land were predominantly local investors and the land granted was for the most part small in size, less than 500 hectares. Foreign investors began to show keen interest following the enactment of the investment proclamation and as the success of the floriculture business in winning a growing market in Europe and elsewhere became apparent. The years between 2003 and 2007 were the boom years for cut flower exports in this country. The demand for land by investors, particularly foreign ones, began to increase sharply from 2006, and in 2008 there was what amounted to a mad rush to get access to land by both groups, with many applicants requesting large tracts, some measuring 10,000 hectares or more. More than one-third of the land allocated to investors by the Regions in the ten year period was given out in 2008.

Data obtained from MOARD shows that in the period between 1996 and the end of 2008, some 8000 applications for land were approved by the Regions with the total land committed measuring over three million hectares. The great majority of investors held the land idle (many simply did not have the resources to put the land to use) and some used it for purposes for which it was not approved. The record shows that slightly less than 20 percent of applicants had begun project implementation and operation. Of the 8000 approved investment projects more than one-third are small enterprises holding 100 hectares or less and engaged in coffee hulling and washing, flower growing, animal fattening, dairy production, and fruit and vegetable growing. The figures given here must be taken with some caution because the data set from MOARD is not internally consistent. Data covering some eighteen years provided by the federal Investment Agency is virtually unhelpful because it is not sufficiently disaggregated.

In the period between 2003 and 2009 there were some 500 foreign investors granted land either on their own or as part of joint ventures with local business, with total holdings measuring about one million hectares. The largest foreign holding is by Karuturi, a company based in Bangalore, India, which has been given 300,000 hectares of land in Gambella Region and 11,000 in Bako woreda in Oromia. As a rule, the size of land allocated to foreign investors is much bigger than that of domestic investors: the justification given by public officials is that the foreign ones are much better endowed in terms of capital and technology and thus much better placed to make a success of their operations. On the other hand, in the last two years, that is 2009 and 2010, close to 500,000 hectares of land was allotted to investors both by MOARD and the Regions. The World Bank (2010) puts the total land transferred to investors in Ethiopia between 2004 and 2008 at 1.2 million hectares. The evidence available suggests that by the end of the GTP period in 2015, a total land transferred to investors will measure nearly 7 million hectares, which is equal to about 38 percent of land currently utilized by smallholders. A partial list of some of the larger land acquisitions is given in Table A1 in Annex 1. The list, which shows only a small percentage of the land deals so far concluded, includes only “large” transfers, that is land measuring 2000 hectares or more. In terms of absolute numbers, small-scale land transfers, ie lands measuring below 500 hectares are much more numerous.

---

15 The record at the Investment Commission in Gambella shows only 100,000 hectares under Karuturi’s name; I have been told by someone at MOARD that Karuturi’s 300,000 figure has not been officially confirmed but all written sources I have seen cite the figure.
Broadly, there are two main investment interests: the first are those which are exclusively or predominantly engaged (or plan to be engaged) in growing food or agro-industry crops; the main food crops preferred are rice, maize, pulses and edible oil crops (sesame being an important one), while cotton and sugar cane are the agro-industry crops of choice. The second category of investors are engaged in growing biofuel plants such as palm oil trees, *jatropha curcas*, and castor oil trees. This does not mean there is always a rigid division between one and the other; some may engage in both types of farming while a few others grow sugar cane only, which can be used for food as well as biofuel. On the other hand, some individual investors have multiple interests and varied investments. Sheikh Mohammed Al-Amoudi, one of the richest men in the Middle East, controls, through his numerous group of companies established in Ethiopia, extensive agricultural land in various Regions. These lands include a large tea estate, over seven large ranches for raising livestock and processing dairy and poultry products both for the home and export market, and extensive possessions for growing food crops. His newly established multi-purpose firm, Horizon-Ethiopia Investments, has submitted a request for 100,000 hectares of land in Gambella to grow palm oil and other biofuel crops, and has recently acquired 85,000 hectares of land in Bench Majji Zone in SNNP to establish a rubber plantation.

What exactly are the government’s objectives in promoting large-scale agriculture and what are the expected benefits to the country? The following goals and benefits are frequently cited in a variety of MOARD documents. Large-scale, and particularly foreign investment will: a) produce export crops and hence increase the country’s foreign earnings; it is also expected to expand production of crops needed for agro-industry such as cotton and sugar cane; b) create employment opportunities in the localities concerned; c) benefit local communities through the construction of infrastructure and social assets such as health posts, schools, access to clean water; d) provide the opportunity for technology transfer; and e) promote energy security. We shall see later in the paper that so far there is no evidence that many of these objectives have been met. On the contrary, the evidence we have been able to gather, both through our own field work and those available in written documents, indicates that the damage done at present by the projects outweighs the benefits gained.

Who are the foreign investors that have acquired land and have started operations? The most aggressive investors so far have been Indian companies: at present there are over thirty five firms from that country that have acquired extensive land in various Regions including Gambella, Oromia and BeniShangul. This does not include Indian investments in floriculture business, which is considerable. Indian investors as a group hold the largest allotment of land in the country so far (see Tables A1 and A2, for example). Indeed, the government seems to be particularly well disposed to Indian capital and is keenly encouraging it. Several high level missions have visited India to attract investors, and recent local media report quote Ethiopian officials as saying that about half of the total land earmarked for investment in the next five years, about 1.8 million hectares, could be set aside for Indian investors if there is sufficient interest on their part. There has been a dramatic increase in the volume of Indian investment in the country in the last five years. From a lowly figure of about 400 million USD in 2005 it has grown to nearly five billion USD at present. According to Ethiopian government sources, the

---

16 See *Fortune* newspaper 6 February 2011
17 Based on data reported in local government media and independent press
volume is expected to grow by one billion USD every year. There are now over 500 Indian firms in Ethiopia, and while many of them are in the manufacturing and engineering sectors, a sizable number are engaged in agriculture, particularly food and biofuel production, sugar estates, floriculture and dairy processing. In contrast, China had invested, as of the end of 2009, one billion USD in the country, mostly in manufacturing and construction with only a limited presence in the agricultural sector.

The second most prominent actors in large-scale agriculture are investors from the Middle-East countries. Sheikh Al-Amoudi and Saudi Star are the largest investors from these countries; Dubai World is involved in a joint venture with a local company to produce tea on a 5,000 hectare estate in Illubabor in Oromia. Many investors from here are engaged in joint ventures with domestic firms, and hence it is not always easy to determine the full extent of their presence in the agricultural sector. Finally, there are a few European (mainly German) and Israeli companies which have large investments mostly in biofuel production.

5 Land Deals: Processes and Outcomes

So far there are no established and commonly accepted rules, procedures or guidelines for transfer of land to investors. At present there are two major channels through which land is provided to investors: the Regions, and the federal government, through MOARD. While the latter has drafted standard guidelines for land transfers, rent assessment and land use practices, these have not yet been adopted by the Regions and are not common procedure (see MOARD 2009c,d,e). Even within MOARD, decisions regarding applications for land are made without much regard for the rules newly drafted, and instead many other considerations are taken into account, including the influence and financial muscle of the investors concerned. As suggested above, there is a tacit bias favoring foreign investors as opposed to domestic ones. The procedure followed at present is simple: investors fill out a standard application form and present a business plan along with their written requests for land. Neither the application form nor the business plan requires stringent commitments or obligations on the part of the investors. There are no mechanisms for checking the accuracy of the information provided by investors in these documents, and as a result some investors exaggerate the benefits their project will provide and the capital they hope to invest to influence decisions and to gain approval. Once the land to be handed over is determined the investor is asked to prepare an environmental impact assessment report which is reviewed by MOARD. If the application is given a favorable consideration, which in most cases it is, MOARD instructs the relevant Regional authorities of the case and requests their support and cooperation in facilitating the transfer of land to the investor.

In the case of Regions, the Investment Commissions were until recently solely responsible for all land deals but now the process involves several Regional bodies. In a good number of cases, earlier applications for land required only the submission of a written request for land by the investor. Frequently, the project land was identified by the investors themselves and recorded in the Commissions records without any verification or only a cursory one. On a number of occasions the real size of the land in question would be different from what was shown in the records. In some cases, woreda officials would transfer to the investor less land than was recorded in the contract document if they feared a large number of people would be displaced. The investor signs a contract with the Commissions which then informs the relevant bureaus and
woredas to provide support for follow-up and supervision, and to facilitate the transfer of land. However, some Regions, such as Oromia for example, have introduced stricter rules and clearer divisions of responsibilities. At present Oromia has given a greater role for its Regional Land and Environmental Protection Bureau in the transfer process, and the latter’s responsibilities include identifying the investment land, gathering the necessary land information, reviewing and approving the environmental impact assessment report, and providing periodic follow-up. The task of the Oromia Investment Commission now is to approve the project and sign the contract with the investor. However, in each particular case, once the decision is made, the Regional authorities simply instruct the woreda officials to facilitate the transfer and help in ensuring the implementation of project activities. It is the woreda authorities who have the difficult task of handling any grievances or claims voiced by local households regarding the land in question – and there have been many of these in different parts of the country.

The rental fee charged for agricultural land, which is set out in the land laws of each Region, varies not only Regionally but within the Region itself. Most Regions determine the land rent depending on location, access to transport, markets, communication and banking services, and whether it is to be used with irrigation or not. Lands near urban centers and having adequate roads and other basic services and benefitting from an irrigation scheme have the highest rental value. The maximum rent charged, 135 Birr per hectare per year, is in Oromia. The following Table shows the maximum and minimum annual rental fees for lands in selected Regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Maximum Rent</th>
<th>Minimum Rent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amhara</td>
<td>79.37</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeniShangul</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambella</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oromia</td>
<td>135.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNNP</td>
<td>117.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigrai</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Regional legislations (in Dessalegn 2009); findings from field interviews*

These rental fees are ridiculously low by any standards, indeed one Indian investor who had just been given a sizable chunk of land in the west of country called them “throw-away” fees. Many foreign investors who have acquired land have been overjoyed by the rates as well as the generous financial incentives they are eligible for as discuss earlier in this paper. So low are the fees –and this is even recognized by government authorities- that investors are encouraged to request more land than they can possible manage, and many leave the land lie idle for several years as a consequence. The rates are still in place despite the depreciation of the Birr against all major currencies and despite growing inflation in the country. There have been suggestions from MOARD and others to increase the rental fee, but many Regions have not yet made any firm decisions on the matter at present. MOARD has recently drafted new guidelines for the determination of rental rates but to the best of my knowledge these have not become standard procedure in the country yet. The new guidelines increase the rates substantially, though it may

---

18 The Birr has been depreciating in value in recent years: in 2009, 1.00 USD was 12.9 Birr, in October 2010, 16.35.
not be considered high by standards of other countries. The draft establishes a maximum of 2660 or 2541 Birr per hectare for irrigated or rain-fed land, respectively, located within a 100 km of Addis Ababa, and a minimum of 158 or 111 Birr for similar lands located more than 700 km away (MOARD 2009d).

The same document establishes a ceiling for lands to be transferred to investors for various types of crops. A maximum size of 50,000 hectares is set for investors growing biofuel plants, including palm oil trees; those growing cereals, oil crops or agro-industry crops such as cotton and sugar cane may request up to 20,000 hectares, while for tea and coffee growers the maximum is set at 5,000. However, these rules are on paper only. According to recent reports in the local media, Saudi Star, a company with a strong Saudi interest, and which acquired 10,000 hectares of land in Gambella in 2008, was recently given permission by MOARD to add another 129,000 hectares to its project in the same Region to grow rice for export to Saudi Arabia and other countries in the Gulf19. The company is in fact seeking a total of 500,000 hectares with 300,000 in Gambella and the rest in Beni Shangul and Oromia Regions. The aim of the company is to get sufficient land to produce one million tons of rice annually for export, and to earn one billion dollars in exports yearly20.

The lease period for all categories of investment land varies among Regions in similar manner. Lands with irrigation have a longer lease period than those without. In a number of Regions (Beni Shangul, Gambella, SNNP and Tigrai) the lease period extends to 50 years, while in Oromia and Amhara, it is 30 and 25 years respectively. The draft guidelines noted above recommend a lease period of 25 to 45 years, but the author of the document, MOARD itself, does not respect its own recommendations.

As noted earlier, MOARD and the Regional Investment Commissions are responsible for signing contracts with investors. The contract documents are simple and do not demand heavy obligations on the part of investment projects. On the contrary, investors are free to choose what crops to grow and where to market what they have grown, without any interference from their hosts. They are not obliged to supply the local or national market, indeed, they are strongly encouraged to export most or all of their products, as we saw earlier. There are no provisions in the contracts aimed at meeting the food security needs of the country. Moreover, project managers have no contractual obligations to provide social services to the communities concerned or invest in basic infrastructure, on the contrary, in a number of instances it is the government that constructs some of the infrastructure such as roads and irrigations schemes used by the projects. One common item found in almost all contracts is the obligation of projects to plant native tree species covering at least two percent of project land, but this will be of limited benefit since more trees and vegetation will be destroyed by the projects during land clearance. The environmental impact assessment conducted by the projects as part of their successful acquisition of land is also meant to ascertain that land management practices employed by them do not damage the environment and the land. However, the clearing of woody and herbaceous vegetation that projects are undertaking at present, and the resultant loss of vegetation cover is exposing lands in several Regions to serious erosion and land degradation, and depriving local populations of valuable natural resources (I shall return to this later).

19 See the weekly papers Reporter (Amharic), and Fortune, Sunday 3 October 2010
20 Interview with acting project manager of the company; press statement in Reporter 3 October 2010
The responsibility for monitoring and oversight, and the task of enforcing project obligations is placed on the shoulders of Regional offices and staff, however it is quite obvious that these have neither the institutional nor technical capacity to carry them out effectively. In some of the Regions the responsibility is entrusted to the Regional land and environmental protection units, in others it is the Investment Commissions, supported by the bureaus of agriculture which are responsible. In MOARD, there is a unit that has been charged with similar tasks but was established only recently and has severe capacity constraints and very limited outreach. The projects are spread out over great distances and it is extremely difficult to carry out periodic visits for on-site inspection and monitoring by staff who are already burdened with numerous other duties.

Equally significant are the inter-agency contradictions and the lack of consultation in decision making. Criticisms of the Investment Commissions for poor management and lack of capacity by the Regional land and environment or agricultural bureaus is not uncommon. One agency is often unaware of decisions made by another until it is informed of the need for its involvement after many measures have already been taken. At the federal level it is MOARD which makes all the decisions but key agencies such as, for instance, the Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation Authority (EWCA), which is responsible for managing the country’s national parks, game reserves and sanctuaries, and which may be affected by decisions taken, are often not consulted. EWCA was not aware, for example, of the decision to transfer hundreds of thousands of hectares of lands in the middle of the Gambella national park or the Babile elephant sanctuary in the east of Oromia Region to investors until environmental and conservation groups raised the alarm and took the matter to the authorities in the Regions concerned.

The interagency contradictions are aggravated by the contradictions inherent in the land transfer program itself. Here is a program that has indiscriminately given out huge tracts of land to foreign investors, in great haste and inadequate preparation and limited information, and without consultation with the people and local public officials directly affected by it. Land that has been transferred includes arable land, land used for grazing, woodland, forest land, savanna grassland, and wetlands. There have been at least two notable cases, one in Gambella and the other in the east of Oromia, where land inside a formally designated national park, protected area and wildlife sanctuary was given to investors. The enclosure of the land, vegetation clearing and farm operation has had, or will soon have, a damaging impact on land resources, wildlife, biodiversity, water sources and the natural environment. The damage to people’s livelihoods is beginning to be evident in many ways: it has led to loss of farm land, of pasturage and grazing rights, of sources of water, and the loss of access to firewood and useful plants.

There have been several incidents of protest by peasants in several parts of the country, some robust but many low-key and subdued. Of the latter kind are peasant encroachments on land given out to investment projects, driving livestock to graze on them, disputing boundary limits, taking one’s grievances to court, or appealing to higher authorities for redress of grievances. The more robust ones have involved community agitations and group action. In some instances, even local officials have voiced their reservations or discontent over the land deals they have been

21 For the environmentalists struggle over the Babille elephant sanctuary see Ensermu et al 2009, and Heckett and Negussu 2008
asked to implement by their superiors (Ensermu et al 2009, Gizachew and Solomon 2010). Group action and demonstrations have occurred in Gambella and Bako woreda, where we have done field work, in which peasants contested the transfer of land and attempted to drive off the project staff. In Bako, the federal police had to be called in to put down the demonstration and to restore order.

6 Findings from Gambella Region and Bako Woreda in Oromia Region

Two areas where the research team gathered first hand information and conducted extended interviews with farming communities, local officials and other concerned persons were Gambella Region in the extreme west of the country, and Bako Tibee woreda in western Oromia. In what follows I shall discuss the findings of our field work and the impact of the land deals on people’s livelihoods.

6.1 Gambella Region

Gambella has been, and still is one of the Regions which has attracted considerable investor attention and has been targeted as focal area for land investments by MOARD as well as other government agencies on account of what is perceived to be its extensive and untapped land and water resources. Domestic investors began to acquire land here even before the investment legislation noted above was issued and before the government had given the green light to large-scale investments. Data from the Region’s Investment Commission shows that there are now over fifteen large-scale investors (with holdings of 2000 hectares or more), made up of both domestic and foreign interests, holding 535,000 hectares of land (see Table A2 in Annex 1). In addition, there are numerous medium and small-sized investments scattered throughout the Region, but while there is not much information available on them, we estimate that the total land held by all investors, small and large, may reach 600,000 hectares. There is reason to believe that more land will be handed out to investors here in the months ahead as the Region is said to possess 1.2 million hectares of land suitable for investment. The main interest of the large projects is growing high value export commodities such as rice, soya beans and other pulses, and sesame; bio-fuel plants such as palm-oil trees are also attracting a good deal of interest. Some investors are planning to grow maize as a second or third crop but this is largely for bio-fuel purposes rather than as food for the local market. Many of the small investors are engaged in growing oil seeds, cotton, maize, peanuts and fruit trees. All investment projects, small or large, will require secure access to sources of water for irrigation without which many of them will not be sustainable.

Gambella is located in the extreme west of the country and shares a long border as well as many ecological features with southern Sudan. While in population terms it is relatively sparsely settled (less than half a million inhabitants), the Region nevertheless has a unique ecology and is immensely rich in biodiversity and wildlife22. The land cover consists of several varieties of woodland, high forest, shrub-land, savanna grassland and permanent and seasonal wetlands; the largest permanent wetland in the country is located here. There are four rivers that flow through

22 What follows is based on TFCI 2010a,b, and findings from field investigation
it, three of which (Akobo, Baro and Gilo) feed into the Sobat River in the Sudan which forms an important tributary of the White Nile. The fourth river, Alwero, has a dam built over it and provides irrigation water for Saudi Star, the second largest investor in the Region. The inhabitants of the Region use the rivers to catch fish which is a useful income earner for families as well as being consumed at home. The Region was neglected for many decades under the two previous regimes and is thus not well endowed in basic infrastructure and services.

One of the most important “hidden treasures” of Gambella is its diverse wildlife. There are some twenty or so important wild animal species in the area of which several are of international significance. There is an immense wildlife migration that takes place seasonally between Gambella and the Sudan, and experts believe that this is the second largest wildlife migration in the world, after that of the Serengeti in east Africa\(^23\). The major animal species are the white-eared kob, Nile lechwe, hartebeest, roan antelope, giraffe, buffalo, warthog, water buck, and elephant. There is also a diversity of birdlife along the rivers and in the wetlands. The population of the white-eared kob is estimated to be about 750,000 of which some 255,000 make their habitat in Gambella while the rest are in the Sudan. The Nile lechwe is a rare animal found only in the Sudan and Gambella, and is now on the endangered list of the world conservation body, IUCN. The wildlife species are distributed throughout the western half of Gambella and along the entire border with the Sudan. Many of the animals in question engage in short-distance seasonal migration within the Region also, moving from one ecology to another in the dry and wet seasons in search of food, water and change of habitat. The Region has one national park and several protected areas. The Gambella National Park was established in 1974 but was neither gazetted nor effectively managed for many years.

Gambella is inhabited by several ethnic minority groups of which the three major ones are the Annuak, (population 100,000), the Nuer (113,000), and, the numerically smaller of the three, the Majangir (60,000) who live in the south-western part of the Region adjacent to the SNNP. The customary system of property relations among all three groups is founded on communal ownership, and for this, and other reasons that we need not discuss here, land certification and registration was not undertaken in Gambella as well as in the major pastoralist Regions of Afar and Somale. For each of the three ethnic groups, the land, the natural resources and the ecosystem in place are vital for their livelihood, however, all of them have now been affected, in varying degrees, by the large number of investment projects that have sprung up all over the Region in the last five to six years. These projects are seen as a threat by many as we found out in our field visit to the Region and as will be discussed further down.

The Annuaks, who live in dispersed settlements, are dependent on the cultivation of the land and crop production (maize, sorghum, sweet potato and ground-nuts), but they supplement their income with fishing on the banks of the river, with hunting (as a source for meat), honey production, and access to a wide variety of resources from the woodlands, forests and grasslands around them. Cultivation here is based on the hoe and hand tools, and most of the time what is produced is not enough for the needs of families the whole year round. Frequently therefore, the period from January to May is the hardship season, and April to May are the difficult and hungry

\(^23\) A video film produced for TFCI Task force by John Purdie (2010) on Gambella’s hidden treasure is visually impressive.
months. Conditions are worse if there occurs a drought, as happened in 2008 and 2009, and in such circumstances people may be reduced to starvation. However, families depend on wild food sources collected from the woods and forests of their surroundings to live through the hardship season. The Annuaks thus eke out a precarious existence and depend greatly on the ecosystem and surrounding natural resources for their survival.

The Nuer on the other hand are pastoralists and transhumance cultivators, meaning they move from the banks of the rivers to the uplands and vice versa, depending on the seasons and the flooding of the rivers. The rivers flood the plains during the rainy season which is from June through August, at which time the Nuer and their livestock move to live in the upper woodland areas and cultivate crops for the season. At the end of the flood period, in October/November, they return with their livestock down to the banks of the rivers and stay there up to May to herd their animals and cultivate crops on land enriched by the floods. Thus for the Nuer the rivers are vital for their sustenance as well as the survival of their livestock. The Majangir inhabit the area which is the most densely forested in the Region and they too depend on forest resources for their livelihood. They are particularly noted as honey producers for which the forest ecosystem is critical. Moreover, for all population groups the ecosystem provides a variety of other essential resources, including wood for tools, grass for homesteads, wild food, medicinal and other useful plants, and access to water resources.

It is against this background that we should examine the transfer of large tracts of land to investors in Gambella. The investments underway are to be found in many parts of the Region, and some are inside the National Park and protected areas, or inside the established habitats of many of the wildlife. Others have been established in areas which effectively block or interfere with transit corridors, and the migration routes of the animals, and yet others are in locations which will deprive the animals of access to seasonal pastures or water points. While so far there have not been significant evictions of individual land holders though, as will be noted further down, evictions in the form of mass resettlement is now underway, humans populations are also affected because the projects are depriving them of vital resources from what until now was their common property. Moreover, the clearing of the land by investment projects and the loss of the woods, grass and other vegetation is causing hardship to the local communities as we found out in our field work.

Our field work was undertaken among the Annuak population in two villages in Abobo woreda, which, as indicated in Table A2, has been the center of investment activity in the last five years. The villages we had chosen for the study, which contain between 90 to 120 households, were directly affected by the establishment of the Saudi Star investment project which was given rights to use the Alwero river and its dam built during the Derg. At the time of our field visit the Region had launched a full-scale resettlement program aimed at moving populations in all parts of the territory to settlements sites designated by the authorities. The program was a complete surprise to the villagers we interviewed, all of whom informed our team that they had no knowledge of it and were not consulted. The justification given by the authorities was that resettlement would give public agents better access to communities enabling them to provide essential services such as health, education and clean water. Resettlement is also said to make it easier for government to plan and deliver agricultural extension programs, and to better protect communities from periodic natural hazards such as floods, forest fires and storms. However, the
villagers we interviewed were not convinced these were the main reasons for the resettlement program, noting that if this was the case public agents could have provided the services in their present locations without the need for relocation. The program was in fact bitterly resented by the people in the two communities as well by other Annuak cultivators we interviewed informally when we met them by chance. Everyone was convinced that this was meant to clear land for the investment projects in place as well as those planned in the future. The people called it a “clearance program” and what they were offered in return were settlement sites which they said were unsuitable for habitation and cultivation. Public officials our team interviewed insisted that the program was initiated earlier and was not connected with the investment program but did concede that its original objective was subverted in subsequent decisions. There is reason to believe that the relocation program was most likely suggested but quite certainly approved by the federal government because the Region received a large fund from the central treasury to implement the program. It is worth noting here that as this paper was being written there were reports in the government-controlled media that another Region, BeniShangul, which has also been the focus of investment activity similar to Gambella, was undertaking a similar resettlement program.

Many Annuaks interviewed said the land given to the investment project belongs to the community, though some were of the opinion that it belonged to the state because no one paid any tax on it. All were agreed, however, that it was transferred to investors without their knowledge or consent, and without any compensation paid to their communities. They considered the land and the resources on it as common property and feared that the loss of these resources would deprive them of essential means of livelihood. Community people were informed of the land transfer by woreda officials who tried to convince them that the transfer would be of great benefit to the communities. On the other hand, the officials interviewed stated that they themselves were not consulted on the matter and were only instructed by authorities higher up to convey the decision to the people concerned. One official told our team that he was at first positive about the investment project but now is having second thoughts. There were many promises of support to the communities by higher officials and project managers but none of these promises, he said, were kept.

Most community residents were not convinced that anything good will come out of the transfer of their land to outsiders, though a few of our interviewees did say they had positive expectations initially but not any longer. Everyone is now anxious that the clearing of the land by Saudi Star, and the large-scale deforestation this has caused, will bring social and economic hardship and that wildlife which used to be plentiful in the area, and which they hunted occasionally for consumption, have now disappeared. Even the local officials interviewed saw little benefit to the residents of the two villages; indeed, they expressed dissatisfaction that what was produced by the project was destined for export and that there would be nothing left to benefit the local market. The Region is not self-sufficient in food and as noted above there are several months in the year when there are food shortages. Because the Alwero dam has been ceded to Saudi Star, community people, especially the women, are fearful that they will soon be denied access to their fishing rights and there would be shortage of water in the future. Respondents informed our team that the project has not provided any services or invested in any assets of benefit to the community.
The following quote from the response of one woman interviewed by our team expresses the general sentiment of many, and especially of women, in the community

…Two years ago, for example, there was a severe shortage of maize because of the drought. We managed to survive the hunger that ensued because we were able to collect roots and other edible plants from the forest. We were able to eat because of the forest. Since the forest has been cleared, I do not know what we are going to eat if there is another food shortage. When there is food shortage it is we women and our children who suffer most because the men go to the towns to look for daily labor. In the past we depended on the forest to get food but now that the forest has been cleared I fear that our children will die of starvation. Another thing, …in the future the private investors may ask us to buy the wood and grass that we used to get from the forest for free. In our tradition it is women who collect grass for house building, but now there is shortage of grass because of the clearance by the project and wood is also scarce; the men bring the wood from long distances. … They say the river will be diverted for the benefit of the project farm, if this is the case, we will be confronted with water shortage, and also fish will disappear. … Therefore we are not happy with the coming of the project. In brief the investors will not provide any benefits to us, they have come for their own interest. [Aryat Oujolu, Turkodi sub-Kebelle]

On the other hand, a number of interviewees saw the employment opportunities provided by the project as a positive thing. However, almost all the unskilled manual and seasonal jobs were taken up by local people while the skill operators were people from other parts of the country. There was no job security nor any program of training or upgrading provided. Wage rates were low, ranging from 17 to 23 Birr per day. According to interviews we had with a senior manager of Saudi Star in Addis Ababa, the project employs on the average 250 workers of which between 50 to 60 are skilled and permanent employees and the rest daily laborers from the local population.

Finally a brief discussion of a protest conducted by communities in Godere woreda in response to the allocation of forest land to an Indian investor is instructive24. Godere woreda in the extreme south of the Region is inhabited by the Majangir and another ethnic group; it is adjacent to the SNNP, with which it shares similarities in ecology and ethnic composition -the same ethnic groups are to be found on both sides of the border. The woreda is highly forested and many here depend on the forest for their livelihoods, and especially so because honey production is an important economic activity. Communities here have a unique form of rights to trees on which bee hives are hang, which everyone respects. In essence the forest is common property in which individuals hold rights over the trees their hives are placed.

In the past, investors had cleared the forest on the SNNP side of the border for planting tea and the people of Godere were aware of the hardships caused to the local inhabitants. So when the communities in Godere heard that an Indian company called Lucky Exports had been granted 5000 hectares of prime forest land to establish a tea plantation it became clear to them that their traditional ways of life would be threatened if not destroyed. They thus organized a series of proactive meetings to discuss the matter and resolved to take their case to the federal government since they were suspicious that the local authorities were complicit in the investment decision. The meetings were held without the knowledge of the woreda authorities. According to evidence we gathered from protestors, who for understandable reasons did not wish to give their names, the protest leaders are reported to have prepared an alternative land-use plan which involved the transfer of the land given to the investor to the community to use it to grow agricultural products.

24 Based on field interviews, and the weekly newspaper Reporter 12 May 2010. See also Zelalem 2009
without disturbing the forest or damaging the ecosystem; they believed their plan would protect the forest ecology and also be an important measure to reduce youth unemployment. They were able to send an envoy to Addis Ababa to take the case to the country’s President who in turn expressed his deep concern in a written letter to EPA. The authorities here wrote a strong letter to MOARD protesting the transfer of forest land to an investor and echoing the concerns of the communities concerned. The contents of the letter along with a brief report on the case subsequently appeared in the local press. The President, who is well known for his keen environmental interest, is reported to have written to the protestors supporting their demand for the protection of the forest. At the time of our field work the investor in question had refrained from clearing the land and left the area hoping to start activities at a later date when the agitations had died down. Right now, as these lines are being written, there is a standoff and the forest has been saved for the time being, but the local authorities have detained a number activists suspected of being protest leaders.

6.2 Bako Tibee Woreda

Bako Tibee woreda, located in West Shoa Zone is about 250 kms west of Addis Ababa. It is in Oromia Region and inhabited predominantly by the Oromo people. Just as in other parts of the country, the majority of people here are peasant farmers dependent on family plots as well as resources from common lands in the surrounding environment. The woreda has twenty-eight kebelles, with a total population of 125,000 inhabitants. The land cover consists of arable land, grazing land, open wood land, forest and shrub land. Over half of the woreda lies in the qolla (or low altitude) agro-ecology, and nearly 40 percent in the wayna degga (mid-altitude) zone. The woreda is relatively well endowed with water resources: it is covered by several small rivers, numerous permanent and seasonal streams and springs, and is bounded on the south by the Gibe River which is one of the largest tributaries of the Omo River. The major economic activity is smallholder farming and the important crops grown are maize, sorghum, wheat, teff, oil seeds and spices. Because of the agro-ecology and the relatively large extent of grazing land available, livestock raising is an important income earner and there is a large livestock population. Farming communities here distinguish between two types of land based on their soil properties: one is called black soil or koticha land, and the other red soil land. The koticha land in Bechera Oda Gibe kebelle, the site of our study, was used both for grazing and farming purposes, whereas the red soil land is predominantly farming land.

The woreda has so far attracted three large-scale investors, one domestic and two foreign ones, but more are expected to arrive in the future. The domestic investor, United Farm Business, was recently allotte 3000 hectares of land in Oda Gibe Kebelle, located to the south of the kebelle where we did our field interviews. This was the company that was the object a strong community protest noted earlier in this paper. The largest foreign investor is Karuturi, the same Indian firm operating in Gambella, while at the time of our field work, a second Indian company was visiting a kebelle located in the west of the woreda to see the land which it was promised by the Regional authorities.

Our findings from Bako are broadly similar to those in Gambella though there are some significant differences. Bako is not endowed with the kind of wildlife and ecosystem diversity that was such an important feature of Gambella, and similarly there was no resettlement program either. On the other hand, just as in Gambella, peasants as well as local officials here were not
consulted in the decision to transfer the land to Karuturi or the other investors. This Indian company which already had received an enormous estate in Gambella was allotted 11,000 hectares in Bako in 2009, with the bulk of its holdings lying in Bechera Oda Gibe kebelle which stretched to the Gibe River. Its plans are to grow rice, palm oil trees and maize, destined predominantly for export. Right now it is not operating all the land under its control but will soon cover all of it as it expands its operations. It has been allowed to make use of a relatively large river in the vicinity called the Abuko River which flows into the Gibe. Local farmers used to depend on the river to grow sugar cane and vegetables along its banks but the river as well as other streams and natural springs have now become unavailable to them because of the project’s operations.

The land transferred to the investor lies predominantly in what is called *koticha* land, which in the distant past was under the ownership of a succession of local gentry but in recent times, and especially under the reforms of the Derg, was considered common property. Even in the past, under gentry ownership, the bulk of the *koticha* was used for grazing by the community as well as households further afield. This custom was maintained right to the present day until the land was transferred to Karuturi. Over the years, plots of *koticha* land adjacent to the farming settlements had been used by the surrounding peasants to grow a variety of food crops. Moreover, peasants interviewed stressed that the *koticha* land was used for other important purposes by the community: it provided access to firewood, to useful plants and water sources both for humans and livestock, and served as a setting for holding community and cultural events. It was thus by no means “unused” land as the Regional authorities claimed: there was in fact a strong sense of community rights to the land among all the peasants interviewed for our study. However, neither the pasture field nor the plots in it farmed by neighboring peasants was registered by the authorities during the land certification program in 2008, indicating that higher authorities in the Oromia Region had decided much earlier to designate it as land available for investment. Peasants who had farming plots in the land were denied certification of their plots and thus were not eligible for compensation when the land was taken by the investor.

This was one of the causes of resentment by peasants against both the woreda and Regional authorities as well as Karuturi. Peasants interviewed believed they were entitled to have their plots in *koticha* registered as they had been farming the land for many years with the tacit approval of the local authorities. When the land was transferred to the investor, some 500 peasants lost their plots here.

Peasants also resented the destruction caused by the clearance of the land undertaken by the project and the uprooting of old and much valued trees. The black soil was covered with open woodland and some of the trees, especially *ficus sur* and *ficus vassa* (*sholla* or *habru*) were valued by the community for religio-cultural reasons. These imposing trees have symbolic meaning in Oromo culture and are revered by rural Oromo communities. They provide shade for humans and livestock, are used as venues for community gatherings and peace-making, and have religious significance. A lot of people, including its own local employees, were thus very upset when the company uprooted a large *ficus sur* located on a religiously symbolic site which was frequently used for a variety of significant cultural events. When employees brought the matter up with the company manager, he is reported to have told them: “don’t worry, we will buy you umbrellas”.
The company had not made any significant infrastructural or social investments in the area except to repair and widen an old dirt track leading from the main road to the project site, and to provide some plastic sheeting to a community school some distance from the project site. In the process of extending the road many people close by lost their fruit trees and some land but they were denied compensation. When some of the people concerned protested to the woreda authorities they were put in detention and only released some ten days later after being given severe warnings not to “cause trouble”. According to informants some 150 peasants lost property, including registered plots, during the extension of the dirt road to the project site but were denied compensation. Peasants complained that the loss of their common and individual property has brought hardship and reduced their income.

The project has provided some employment to people in Bechera Oda and other adjacent kebelles, however the majority of employees are casual laborers with little or no employment security and no benefits other than the daily wage they receive. Wage laborers and others interviewed were not particularly well disposed to the project, some were even hostile because they felt they were unfairly treated, had no job security and not infrequently abused. Two women laborers told our team that they had suffered physical abuse and sexual harassment at work. The Indian project staff (there is one Indian site manager and ten Indian employees) are said to look down upon local employees including their skilled workers. The project pays a daily wage of 12 Birr to its casual work force, which is lower than what peasants working in the Productive Safety Net Program (PSNP) earn in a day. The permanent employees number about 30 while there are some 60 regular non-skill laborers. The number of casual workers varies according to the work schedule and the season: in the peak season, the number may reach over 600, but otherwise the average number does not exceed 200. In times of high demand, the project uses a rotational employment method, that is, each week new laborers are selected to work on the field and laborers that had worked the previous week are let go. This is one of the causes of discontent because working for the project under this scheme does not earn them much income. For all employees there is no employment security nor any means of wage upgrading based on experience gained and longer service. While a few of the permanent employees are able to operate some of the farm machinery with a bit of training, there are no training or upgrading programs set up by the project.

In sum, the clear impression we got from interviews is that the project is unpopular in the woreda and many of the people in the community are resentful of the special favors they believe has been given to it by the government.

7 Conclusions

The agricultural investment program eagerly promoted by the government has far-reaching socio-economic and political implications and it is thus important that there is informed debate on the subject within civil society, and among concerned citizens and the public in this country. To begin with, the government has already transferred about 3.5 million hectares of land to investors and is now taking measures to transfer a similar amount in the next five years. By the

---

25 The PSNP is a multi-donor supported program which provides employment (or direct assistance) to households which are known to be endemically food insecure, and pays from 16 to 18 Birr per day for daily labor.
end of 2015, the country’s agrarian structure will have been changed significantly, and the shift from small-scale to large-scale farming, dominated by foreign capital and enjoying privileged status, will pose a serious threat to the long-term sustainability of the rural economy, the livelihoods of peasants and pastoralists, and to the goals of achieving food security. The new agricultural system will progressively marginalize smallholders, creating in the process unequal and antagonistic social classes (those privileged by the program and those disadvantaged by it), on the one hand, and producing a wide gulf between the haves and have-nots in rural society on the other. Capitalist investors, particularly foreign ones will be driven solely by the profit motive and the need to supply the export market, and this will mean adopting systems of land management (industrial forms of mono-cropping, for example) which will not be environment-friendly and which will in the long run leave the land and the ecosystem exhausted and unusable by future generations. As was shown above, the land deals that have been concluded so far provide no adequate safeguards, neither do government institutions have the capacity for effective monitoring of the operations of investment projects. Investors have largely been given a free hand and are bound by few regulatory obligations. Secondly, the state has used its hegemonic authority over the land to dispossess smallholders and their communities without consulting them without their consent. In most cases, the land deals lacked transparency and accountability hence they have had the effect of eroding confidence and trust among the people and their communities. The loss of property does not only bring economic and social deprivation but also a sense of insecurity and the loss of voice. The economic and social marginalization brought on by the turn to large-scale agriculture is being accompanied by what may be termed “civic marginalization”, i.e the lack of the ability to be an active agent in matters that affect one’s life and livelihoods.

Thirdly, there are no formal or informal obligations on the part of investment projects to contribute to the food security needs of the country. The contracts signed by investors and the business plans approved do not contain provisions requiring projects to supply the local market, whether as a matter of course or under emergency circumstances. As has been noted above, there is a strong food security element in the on-going global rush for land, particularly in Africa, though we should not ignore the opportunity for high profits to be gained by investors planning to export to the world market at a time when food prices are relative high, as they have been in recent years, and as they are expected to remain for a long while. One of the reasons why Gulf country investors are keen to acquire land in Africa and Ethiopia is to be able to grow food crops for export to their home markets to ensure food security for their populations. On the other hand, Indian companies are rushing to acquire land in Ethiopia partly for their own country’s food needs and partly for the export market. It is thus paradoxical that the government of one of the most food insecure countries in the world is handing over vast land and water resources to foreign investors to help the food security efforts of their home countries, or to gain profits for their companies, without making adequate safeguards that the investment projects will contribute to the food security needs of its own people.

Fourthly, the government’s objectives in promoting large-scale investments have to a large extent not been met, nor are some of them likely to be met in the present circumstances. There is, for example, hardly any technology transfer at the moment. The projects are operated with high technology which is not transferrable or affordable to smallholders. Indeed, large-scale
agriculture is managed quite differently from family farms, and there is no meeting ground between the two under the present policy environment. As we found out, and as has been suggested in some preliminary works that have already appeared\textsuperscript{26}, many projects have made hardly any social investments for the benefit of the communities around them. Moreover, since foreign investors are allowed to raise up to 70 percent of their operational costs from local sources, and since their export earnings may either be transferred to their home accounts or repatriated fully, it is difficult to see how the government is expected to gain much hard currency. Furthermore, the disproportionate favor shown to foreign capital is counter-productive because it creates roadblocks against the growth of a vigorous local entrepreneurial class, and, in the long run, is bound to lead to national as well as economic dependency. Experience in other countries has shown that under proper regulation, domestic capital is more likely to act in ways that are socially responsible than its foreign counterpart.

Finally, the government has not given sufficient consideration to different land-use options but has instead blindly put its faith on large-scale farming. There are a variety of sound land-use options that have been tried successfully in Africa and elsewhere which have been high foreign currency earners and also beneficial to local communities but without posing a threat to the environment, natural and wildlife resources. In the case of Gambella, for example, experts now in the field have suggested that if its extensive wildlife resources are properly managed and conserved they could provide immense economic and social benefit to the people and the Region and create high employment opportunities through a variety of sustainable schemes that do not damage the ecosystem and the wildlife but on the contrary preserve and support them (TFCI 2009). Such schemes include ecotourism, game ranching, controlled hunting, fishing, income from conservation-based schemes such as REDD, and improved livestock production programs. Experts even think that Gambella could be eligible for a world heritage status for its incredibly rich wildlife resources which, unfortunately, are now being threatened by ill-conceived agricultural investment programs.

\textsuperscript{26} Ensermu et al 2009. Hecket and Negusu 2008
ANNEX 1 Partial List of Large-Scale Land Transfers in Ethiopia

Table A1. Partial List of Large-Scale Land Transfers in Ethiopia (except Gambella)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investor</th>
<th>Foreign Domestic</th>
<th>Land Size (Hectares)</th>
<th>Crops</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Habesh</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>Sugar estate</td>
<td>Wollega, Oro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassel</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Biofuel crops</td>
<td>Metekel, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;D Food</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Sugar estate</td>
<td>Awi, Amhara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadha Agro</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>122,000</td>
<td>Sugar, Biofuel</td>
<td>Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti Gov’t</td>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Food crops</td>
<td>Bale, Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai World</td>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Illubabor, Orom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Africa Agric</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>Food crops</td>
<td>Paxe, BeniShangul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emami Biotech</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>Biofuel crops</td>
<td>Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finote Selaam</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td>Guba, Benishangul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flora EcoPower</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>Biofuel crops</td>
<td>E. Harage, Orom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri El Green</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>Biofuel crops</td>
<td>Omo Valley, SNNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Energy</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Wollaita, SNNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC Invest</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Assossa, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanan D Hills</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>SNNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karuturi</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Rice, Biofuel</td>
<td>Bako, Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Morrell</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Bale, Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Bank Egypt</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>Food crops</td>
<td>Afar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omo Sheleko</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>Cotton, palm</td>
<td>SNNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetroPalm</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Rayitu, Bale, O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAMPORJI</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>BeniShangul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spentex</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>Beni Shangul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Biofuels</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Wollaita, SNNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Bio (NBC)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Metekel, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrise Indusut</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomaisin</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Food crops</td>
<td>Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatic</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Borena, Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Farm Bus</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Food crops</td>
<td>Bako, Oromia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehudi Hayun</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Oromia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Findings from field visits, MOARD, MELCA Mahiber 2008, local press reports.
Note: Large-scale means 2000 hectares or more.
Table A2. **Large-Scale Land Transfers in Gambella***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investor</th>
<th>Foreign/Domestic</th>
<th>Land Size (in Hectares)</th>
<th>Major Crops</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alehilegn Worku</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Cotton, sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bazel</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Cotton, sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHO**</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>Rice, sesame</td>
<td>Itang woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiker PLC</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Cotton, sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussen Abera</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karuturi</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>Rice, palm oil</td>
<td>Itang &amp; Jikaw w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky Exports</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Godere woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muluken Azene</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Cotton, sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruchi Soya**</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Soya, palm oil</td>
<td>Goge woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sannati Agro</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Rice, pulses</td>
<td>Dimi woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Star</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>139,000</td>
<td>Rice, Soya</td>
<td>Abobo, Goge, Jore woredas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Kebede</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Cotton, sesame</td>
<td>Abobo woreda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewodros Abraham</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td>Gambella Zuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemane G/Mesk</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Sesame, maize</td>
<td>Gambella Zuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yetimgeta Mamo</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Sesame, maize</td>
<td>Itang woreda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Gambella Investment Commission, MOARD, local press reports

**NOTE:** *Large-Scale means 2000 hectares or more
Lease period: ** = 30 years; all others 50 years.
Total large-scale land transferred, 535,000 hectares.*
ANNEX 2 - Notes on Ethiopia’s Administration

Ethiopia has adopted an ethnic-based federal system of government. The main units of the federation are Regions (or Killils in Amharic), which are divided into Zones (equivalent to provinces), woredas (districts), and Kebelles (sub-districts).

Acronyms
BS: Beni Shangul (Region)
EPA: Environmental Protection Authority
EPDRF: Ethiopian Peoples Democratic Revolutionary Front
EWCA: Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation Agency
FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation
FDRE: Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia
GTP: Growth and Transformation Plan
HoAREC: Horn of Africa Regional Environmental Conservation
IFPRI: International Food Policy Research Institute
IIED: International Institute for Environment and Development
IUCN: International Union for the Conservation of Nature
MDGs: Millennium Development Goals
MOARD: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
MOFED: Ministry of Finance and Economic Development
NBC: National Biofuel Corporation (Ethiopia)
Oro: Oromia (Region)
PASDEP: Plan for Accelerated and Sustained Development to End Poverty
PSNP: Productive Safety Net Program
REDD: Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation
SNNP: Southern Nations, Peoples and Nationalities
TFCI: Trans-Frontier Conservation Initiative Task Force
USD: United States Dollar

Methodology

We have used a wide variety of sources for this study, though gathering information for it proved to be unexpectedly difficult. There is an air of secrecy about the land deals, and the government has been economical with information. The spate of criticism of the investment program that appeared in the world media and in the web pages of international activist organizations may be partly to blame for this. We found it difficult to get interviews with senior officials of MOARD and EPA despite repeated attempts. Our effort to gather information in the Regions was relatively better but even here the information made available to us was not complete. While MOARD has established a website the information posted on it was dated and much of the material was of the promotional kind. These materials were later removed from its web pages.

I must also note the fact that the year 2010 was not a good year in Ethiopia to undertake studies which were dependent, as mine was, on cooperation from public agencies and officials. First there was the national election which took place in May, and then there was a series of nation-
wide conferences by the ruling group of parties, both of which kept public officials busy and unavailable for consultation. The government reshuffle that took place in September following the elections, and the mobilization of almost the civil service personnel in connection with the government’s new and ambitious 5-year Growth and Transformation Plan did not make matters any easier.

Due to budget constraints we were able to undertake field visits and interviews in two sites only: in Gambella Region, which is over 700 kms away from Addis Ababa, and in Bako Tibee woreda in Oromia Region, 250 kms to the west of the capital. A short reconnaissance trip along the rift valley to Awassa in the Southern Region helped us to identify important issues and to better frame questions for interviews in the field visits. The idea was to hold interviews with key informants, undertake focus group discussions, hold meetings where possible with local public officials and gather written information from government agencies. Two teams of data collectors were deployed and additional staff was hired in the local areas. For Gambella, which takes two days to travel one way by road, I had to find a suitable person with knowledge of the area and the local language. This had a bearing in our choice of the site for the interviews. It is difficult to find a person who can speak all three major languages in Gambella, so when I finally found one he spoke the Anuak language only. Hence we had to choose Anuak Zone for our site. Within this, we selected Abobo woreda where Saudi Star, one of the largest foreign investors in the area, was located. In the case of Bako Tibee woreda, the language problem did not arise.

**Interviews in Addis Ababa**

- Interviews with federal government officials
- Interviews with experts in HOAREC (Addis Ababa University), TFCI Task Force. The Task Force produced a video film on Gambella which was very valuable
- Interviews with officials of the Oromia Land and Environment Bureau which is based in Addis Ababa
- Interviews with an official of the Saudi Star company

**Field Work**

In both Gambella and Bako we interviewed key informants, held focus group discussions, discussions with a number of local officials, unscheduled discussions with towns people, and collected data from Regional and woreda offices. The attempt was to collect a wide range of information and opinion.

There was an unexpected hitch in Gambella which posed problems for our team there. The Region’s surprise resettlement program was launched just as the team arrived in the area, and for this and other reasons some interviewees asked for anonymity, and a few persons approached were reluctant to be interviewed. There was also a reshuffle of public officials and civil servants; the new officials did have any knowledge of the investment program because they were not in office at the time the program was being implemented, so we had to search for those who knew about it but who were out of office. The key informants included Anuak cultivators, a few Majangir individuals, Saudi Star workers, public officials, and towns people. Our focus group discussion involved some 22 persons, both male and female, in one village. We had asked only
for eight to ten people but more came for the discussion because they were agitated by the resettlement program. In addition we were able to gather information from the Region’s Investment Commission and the Bureau of Agriculture.

Similarly in Bako we held interviews with peasants (including those dispossessed by the investment company), workers of Karuturi, which is the largest investor in the woreda, towns people, and public officials.

**Review of documents and published works**

Government legislations and policy documents, documents from MOARD, MOFED, EPA EWCA and the federal Investment Agency were consulted.

A few works on large-scale investments in biofuel projects have been produced by environmental activist groups here and these have been useful.

I have not attempted to review fully the general literature but have examined selected works as well as works produced by the World Bank and FAO.

I have also looked at several works posted on the internet by international activist organizations.

**Media sources**

There were numerous reports and articles both in the international and local media about the global and local land grab which were quite useful.

**Web sources**

Useful materials of relevance to my study were accessed from the internet.

**Personal Note**

It may be worth noting here that there is an air of secrecy among public agencies about the land deals that have been concluded so far, which indicates that there are regulatory and procedural issues that the authorities are not willing to acknowledge, and that land transfers have been undertaken hastily, and without adequate considerations of long-term consequences. The earlier allocations in particular, those that were undertaken largely by the Regions in the period up to the end of 2008, were not based on well-informed decisions but rather rushed through with little or no safeguards and hardly any obligations on the part of the investors for sound land management. The air of secrecy has also been a reaction to the barrage of criticism that has appeared in the international media as well as by global activist organizations, on the one hand, and the realization on the part of the authorities that large land transfers to foreign entities is unpopular among the Ethiopian public in general.
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